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The axisymmetric elastic-plastic torsion of a shaft subject to the von Mises 
yield criterion is considered. The problem is reformulated as a variational in- 
equality and it is proved that the problem has a unique solution. Some properties 
of the solution are derived. 
1. CLASSICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem to be considered is shown in Fig. 1.1. Equal and opposite 
torques Tare applied to the ends of a shaft of 1engthL which is axially symmetric 
about the x,-axis and has (variable) radius R(x,). 
Because of axial symmetry it suffices to consider the problem in the two- 
dimensional domain 
f2 = {x = (x1 , x2): 0 d x, <L; 0 < a-2 < R(x,)}, 
corresponding to the cross section of the shaft. 
FIG. 1.1. A circular shaft of varying diameter. 
(1.1) 
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The boundary r of .Q consists of three parts: r, , r, , and r, = rz,, u rz,, as 
shown in Fig. 1.2. rz:,, and r,, are parallel to the x,-axis. r, is the curve sa -= 
R(x,), 0 < or <L. r, is a segment of the x,-axis. 
As regards the boundary r, it is assumed that: 
(i) R E P(O, L), that is, R is twice continuously differentiable. This 
assumption allows us to prove that the solution is differentiable (see Theorem 
5.9). 
(ii) dR/ds, = d2R/dx12 = 0 when xi = 0 and sr = L. This is true if the 
shaft has constant radius near its ends, as often happens in practice. This 
assumption allows us to reflect J2 in r,, and r,, and obtain a smooth solution in 
the enlarged domain (see Lemma 5.1). 
(iii) dR/ds, 2 0, so that r, is of the form shown in Fig. I .2. This assump- 
tion allows us to conclude that R(q) > R(0) f or rl E [0, L]. It also allows us to 
conclude that only one characteristic passes through each point on rz,, (see 
Theorem 4.2). 
In analogy with the theory of torsion of prismatic bars due to Saint-\-enant 
(Love, 1944, p. 311) it is assumed that the only non-zero stresses are shear 
stresses on the planes Sz. It can then be shown (Love, 1944, p. 325; Eddy and 
Shaw, 1949; Zienkiewicz and Cheung, 1967) that the problem reduces to finding 
a stress function u. The stress components T,~ = ~~a and 7,8 = 7iR are given 
in terms of u by 
T ~ -U~l!(xh.Z)f, 23  
T13 = fU,,!(X,)2, 
(1.2) 
where u,, = iiu/&, . The stress q is given bl 
When the torque T is small, the stresses are small and the response is elastic. 
As T increases a small plastic enclave forms. In general, Q is divided into two 
FIG. 1.2. Cross section of an axisymmetric shaft. 
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subregions, the elastic region Q, and the plastic region fin, . The unknown free 
boundary between Q;2, and Q, is denoted by I’, (see Fig. 1.2). 
In QR, the material is elastic and u satisfies the differential equation 
The material is assumed to yield according to the criterion of von Mises; 
that is, the material yields when the stress Q reaches the maximum permissible 
value k (a given constant). Thus, 
1 grad u 1 < kx,“, in s?, , (1.5) 
/ grad II 1 = Kx,*, in s2))). (I.61 
The boundary conditions for u on I’ are (see Fig. 1.2): 
24 = 0, on r 0, 
u = T/2n, on r, , 
i3U 
z f u, Es+ uel - - 0, on r 2’ 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
Condition (1.7) arises from the axial symmetry of the problem. Condition (1.8) 
expresses the fact that the total torque is T and that there is no traction on the 
outer surface r, . Condition (1.9) expresses the assumption that at the ends of the 
shaft the stresses correspond to a pure torque so that 723 = uel = 0. 
The formulation of the problem is completed by the requirement that u and 
its first derivatives be continuous across r, . The problem defined by (I .4) to 
(1.9) will be called the Classical Problem. 
In the remainder of this section we make some brief remarks about related 
work in the literature. In Section 2 we introduce certain weighted Sobolev 
spaces; in Section 3 we analyse the one-dimensional problem; in Section 4 the 
classical problem is reformulated as a variational inequality; and in Sections 
5 and 6 the existence of a solution and various properties thereof are proved. 
Numerical results appear in a subsequent paper (Cryer, 1980). 
In recent years the elastic-plastic torsion of cylindrical bars has been inten- 
sively studied: see Ting (1973) and Lanchon (1974); for other references see 
Cryer (1977, Sect. 1.5.3.1). If the cross section of the bar is denoted by 0, then 
it is required that a stress function + be found such that 
& = -4.1~ - +,23 + 2d = 0, in !J,, , 
(grad+/ =R, in a,, 
+=O, on &?. 
(1.10) 
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Here, the constant R denotes the maximum stress, and the constant 4 > 0 denotes 
the angle of twist per unit length of the bar, while 0, and 0, denote the plastic 
and elastic regions, respectively. 
There are close similarities between the problem considered in this paper and 
the problem (1. IO), but there are also two important differences: 
(i) The differential operator R of (1.4) can be written in several forms. 
- Au = div(Xi3 grad u), (1.11) 
azu a% - X,3AU = __ +- 
3 au 
axI2 ax,2 ---, x2 ax2 
(1.12) 
- x,~Au = x [ 
azu azu 
- 2 ax,2 - + ax22 I [ + OS-3$], (1.13) 1 2 
but one cannot avoid the singularity at x2 = 0. 
(ii) Boundary conditions (1.7) through (1.9) are a combination of Dirichlet 
and Neumann conditions while the boundary conditions for (1.10) are Dirichlet. 
The singularity of the operator A is the most significant difference between the 
present problem and problem (1.10). Th ere is extensive literature on degenerate 
elliptic equations (Visik, 1954; Oleinik and Radkevic, 1973; Fichera, 1956, 1960; 
Kohn and Nirenberg, 1967, 1967a; Baouendi and Goulaouic, 1972). 
Unfortunately, much of the literature is not applicable to the problem at 
hand. One reason for this is the following. Equation (1.13) is degenerate on r, . 
However, the inner product of the coefficients of the first order derivatives with 
the outward normal on I’, is 
(0) x (0) + (-3) x (-1) = 3, 
which is positive so that boundary conditions must be imposed on I’, (Fichera, 
1960; Oleinik and Radkevic, 1973; Friedman and Pinsky 1973). On the other 
hand, for the equation 
xz2g-(x2$) +&(x13$)] 
=x2 [ 
as 
-+ q + [oE+3$] ax,2 ax22 '1 2 
= 0, 
the inner product of the first order coefficients with the outward normal on I’,, 
is equal to -3 so that no boundary conditions can be imposed on r,, . This 
means that papers on degenerate elliptic equations in which only bounds on the 
absolute values of the coefficients of the equation are imposed (Murthy and 
Stampacchia, 1968; Trudinger, 1973) cannot be of use in the present case. 
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However, the operator A gives rise to generalized axially symmetric potentials 
which have been extensively studied (see Weinstein, 1953; Huber, 1954, 1955; 
Quinn and Weinacht, 1976; Quinn, 1978, and the references below). Various 
methods have been used to study boundary value problems for generalized 
axially symmetric potentials: 
(a) Maximum Principle. Jamet (1967, 1968), Parter (1965, 1965a), Lo 
(1973, 1976). 
(b) Perturbation of Sz. The problem is considered in 
L?, = {(x1 , x3) E sz: x2 > c}, 
and then the limit is taken as E -+ 0. (Schechter, 1960; Greenspan and Warten, 
1962). 
(c) FVeighted Soboh spaces. The problem is reformulated as a minimiza- 
tion problem in the space of functions u such that 
(Leventhal, 1973, 1975; Jakovlev, 1966; Necas, 1967, Chap. 6). 
For the present problem the natural setting is a weighted Sobolev space, but 
we also use the maximum principle and perturbation of Sz. 
Noncoercive variational inequalities have been considered by Lions and 
Stampacchia (1965), Lewy and Stampacchia (1971), and Deuel and Hess (1974), 
but none of these results are applicable to the problem considered here. 
2. SOME WEIGHTED SOBOLEV SPACES 
Because of the term 1 /(~s)~ in the operator A defined by (1.4), it is necessary 
to introduce Sobolev spaces with a weight function 
p(x) = p(x, ) x2) = (x2)-3. (2.1) 
There is an extensive literature on weighted Sobolev spaces (Necas, 1967; 
Kudrjavcev, 1974; Kadlec, 1966; Kadlec and Kufner, 1966, 1967; Kufner, 
1965, 1965a, 1969; Jakovlev, 1966). The present problem presents several 
aspects which, taken together, are not covered in the literature: 
(i) The weight function p involves the distance to the plane xa = 0. 
(ii) p = x;~ whereas most references consider the case p = xaoL, OL > 0. 
(iii) The boundary conditions on XI are of the third kind (Dirichlet and 
Neumann). 
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The results of this section hold whenever Sz is of type IV(O)*l, that is, Q is a 
bounded domain whose boundary is Lipschitz continuous (Necas, 1967, p. 55). 
This condition is satisfied as long as I’, consists of a finite number of Lipschitz 
continuous curves, without cusps, and is certainly satisfied when Q is as in 
Fig. 1.2. 
La(Q) and ?V”“,J’(SZ) d enote the usual Lebesgue spaces and Sobolev spaces 
defined over Q. 
We denote by L = Lo2(Q) the real linear space of real measurable functions v 
defined on Q with finite norm 
II a; L II = 11 r; L,“(Q)lj = [s, p(x) ?I2 tq2 = [s, x,v u!Y]1!2. (2.2) 
Thus, ZI EL iff pr/av E L”(Q). We assert that L is complete. To see this let {vn} 
be a Cauchy sequence in L. Then {P~/~u~) is a Cauchy sequence in L2(12). Since 
L2(.Q) is complete, p l/2u, - u in L2(Q) for some u E L2(sZ). Thus P~/~v,, - p112v in 
L2(sZ), where z’ = up- 1~ EL. That is, zj, - zl in L, so that L is indeed complete. 
We denote by U’ = Hr,‘*‘(Q) the space of functions v EL with generalized 
derivatives v,, E D?z’, I < i < 2, which also belong to L. As norm we take 
[I V; WI1 = 1) V; lV~~‘(f2)~~ = /I C; L 11’ + i II D,v; L /I2 
I 
I”. (2.3) 
1=1 
We assert that Wis a Banach space. To see this, let {un} be a Cauchy sequence in 
W. Then, by the arguments of the previous paragraph, p1/2un -p112w ELM 
for some w EL while p112Dzvn -+ pl/*w, ELM for some wi EL, 1 < i < 2. 
We must show’that Hfi = DiW. To do so, choose a test function v E 9(Q), 
the set of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in Q. By 
definition, 
Now v has compact support in Q. Thus v = 0 outside some compact subset 
J& of Q. On Q, we have that, for some E, x2 >, E > 0. Since p1j2v, + p’12w in 
L2(Q), we conclude that z’, 1 Q, - w I J& inL2(Q,). Similarly, D,v, 1 Q - wi 1 Q, 
in L*(Q). Thus, 
= -1im n-r ja (Dtvn)? dx = - j w,P, dx 
e Q, 
= - [ w,g, dx, 
-37 
and we conclude that indeed w, = D,w. 
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The preceding arguments used only the fact that ,o is continuous and positive 
in Q. The arguments which follow use the fact that p = .‘c;~. 
We denote by V = Vi3’(Q) the set of real measurable functions z’ defined on Q 
such that x;*w EL and z’ has weak derivatives D,v EL. As norm, we take 
1, c; 1’11 = 11 z!; V,‘*‘(sZ)lI = I/ x;b; L 11’ + i (1 D,c; L 11’ 1 I”. (2.4) i=l 
Using the arguments previously applied to IYit follows that I,’ is a Banach space. 
If v E V then z’ E CV and 
II v; WlI < [m;x(l + .y2)] II v; IT II , 
so that r can be imbedded in IV. 
For small positive h let S, be the strip 
S~=(xEf2:0<x*<h), 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
and let 
Lj = {x E 9: x2 > h} = sz\s, . (2.7) 
Let COa(ri) = C,~(ZP / Q; ri) denote the set of restrictions to Q of functions 
which are infinitely differentiable in R* and which vanish in some neighborhood 
of r, . In particular, if v E C,,a(rO) then 9 vanishes in some Sh . We denote by 
“16’ = o?V,‘P2(Q) the completion in IV of Cor(ro), and set 
/I v; olVll = i 11 Dy; L 112 ‘I*. 
i=l 1 cw 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 below are based on results due to Kadlec and Kufner 
(1966). 
We use the following inequality due to Hardy (Hardy, et al., 1934, p. 245). 
LEMMA 2.1 (Hardy). 1fp > 1, 01 < p - 1, and g(t) is a measurable function 
on (0, Go) such that 
then 
THEOREM 2.2. lc = W. The norms 
11 ZO; V ]I* = Jo p[x;% + 1 grad ZL’ I”] dx, 
Ij w; W ]I* = f, p[w* + / grad w I*] dx, 
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- I/ w; owl’/12 = 
J 
op 1 grad w jz dx 
are equivalent on W, and satisfy 
f II w; VII2 < II w; oWll2 < II w; Wl12 d mzx(l + ~a)” [I w; T7112. 
If w E W then w(xl , x2) -+ 0 as x2 + 0 for almost all x1 . Indeed, 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Proof. Let zu E W. Then w belongs to the Sobolev space H’(Q) and so 
4x1 9 .) is an absolutely continuous function for almost all x1 (Morrey, 1966, 
p. 66). Thus, 
w(xl, t) - w(xl , s) = jt D,w(x, , u) du. 
s (*) 
Furthermore, since (/ w; W’(i < w it follows from Fubini’s theorem that 
u)l” du < co, (**) 
for almost all x1 . Thus, using Holder’s inequality, 
I 4x1 9 4 - 4x1 ,$)I < s t I D,w(x, , u)l * I u /-3/2 . / u l3/2 du B 
< [I st $ I 44% 3 u)l’du]“’ [jSt I u Is dull” (***) 
[S 
+ -$ I D,w(x, , u)12 du]1’2 1 t4 - s4 11/2, 
0 
from which we conclude that w(xl , 0) = lim,,, w(xr , s) exists for almost all x1 . 
However, from Fubini’s theorem, 
s 
R(q) 1 
2 I 4x1 I u)12du < 00, a.e., 
0 
so that w(xI , 0) = 0 a.e. Indeed, we have (2.10). 
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Applying Lemma 2.1 with g = D,w, iy = -3, and p = 2, we see that, for 
almost all ‘ri , 
s 
R(q) ] 
0 
T 1 w(xl , x2)12 dxe = LR’“1 -$ / j’* D,w(x, , s) ds 1’ ds, , 
qyl’$ r2 1 D,w(s, , s)] ds]l dx, , 
0 
s 
R(q) 
” 
-$ 1 D,w(x, , s# dx, . 
2 
Integrating with respect to zc, we obtain (2.11). The remainder of the Theorem 
now follows immediately. 1 
Remark 2.1. If w = 0 on as;! then inequality (2.11) is related to the PoincarC 
inequality. For general mixed boundary conditions, one obtains an inequality 
such as (2.11) only when Sz satisfies certain restrictions (Stampacchia, 1969, 
p. 145). 
THEOREM 2.3. Given v E V and E > 0 there exists J/ E CoS(I’o) such that 
If, in addition, v - y E Coa(rl) for some constant y then $ can be chosen so that 
4 - Y E co”(rl)* 
Consequently, V = OW = W. 
Proof. Choose f(t) E C”(Rl) such that 0 <f(t) < 1, f = 0 for t :< I, and 
f = 1 for t >, 2. Such anf can be constructed using mollifiers. Let c = mas ) f’ / . 
Let F&, , .x2) = f (x,/h), so that 0 < Fh < 1, 
F&l , x2) = 0, if ~2 d h, 
= I, if x2 2 2h. 
Then Fh E Co’L;(ro) and 
( D,F, / < ch-l. 
For any v E V let oh = F~J. Then vh E V; oh(x) = 0 for x E Sk; V(X) = Q(X) 
for x E Q2h; I v(x) - v,(x)l 6 I v(x)1 . Also, 
I D~(v - vh)12 < [I(] - Fn) Div I + I vDzF& t12t 
< 2[1 D/ZJ 1’ + V2 I DiF,t 171 
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so that 
/ D,(v - v,,)l” = 1 Dp 12, in 7 L/L* 
j D,(v - vh)12 < 2[1 D,r I2 + v2c2/h2], 
< 2[/ D,v I2 + 4v2c2/x,*], in S,,,\Sh * 
Thus, remembering that w - v,, = 0 in Qa,, , 
ll(v ~ 0,); Wli” 
1 D,v I2 + 4c2 -$ 1 zl I”] ds. 
Since z’ E I’ each integral is convergent. Since the measure of Sfn + 0 as h + 0, 
we conclude that 
Choose E > 0, and then pick h so that 
I! 2’ - v,; Iall < E/2. (*) 
Since z’~ =: 0 in S, we see that vh / @,,, E kV2(Q2,,&. But Q,/, satisfies the 
segment property (Adams, 1975, p. 54) and so there exists wh E C,“(R2) such 
that wh 1 Qh,2 is arbitrarily close to vh / LIr12 in the Wn2(Q2,,,) norm. Further- 
more, remembering that vh = 0 in Sh , examination of the proof of Theorem 
3.18 of Adams (1975) shows that wh may be chosen to be zero in a neighborhood 
U of the boundary component 
r,[ ,2 = {x E 52: x2 = h/2f 
of Qhi2; that is, 9 = w,, I QE CsX(I’s). Since the norms 11 .; fW2(Q,;,)i[ and 
II .; ?V~‘*(~,;2)ll are equivalent on Q,,, , we can choose wh so that 
combining (*) and (**) 
II 4 - a; Wll < E. 
Next, let 2~ - y E C,“(I’,). Then vlr = Fhv satisfies vlr - y E C,r(r,) and from 
the construction of w,, (Adams, 1975, p. 55) we can clearly choose wh so that 
$!I - y E c”qrl). 
Since 4 E C,,a(r,,), I/J E OH’, and we conclude that OW is dense in I’. Using 
Theorem 2.2 we have VC OWC W = V. 1 
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3. THE ONE-PIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 
It is instructive to consider the one-dimensional problem which arises when 
the shaft has constant diameter. In this case u depends only upon .~a . It is 
convenient to set .~a = 7’. We normalize u and Y so that the shaft has radius 1, 
and u = 1 on the outer surface of the shaft. To be consistent we should set 
L=(O,L) r:(O,l)butwesetQ=(O,l) since no confusion can arise. We look 
for a solution for which Q, = (0, T) and Q, = (T, 1) for some constant T. 
Conditions (1.4) through (1.9) become: 
= kr”, 7<r<l, 
O<r<l, 
r = 0, 
r = 1. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Integrating (3.1) we see that 
au 
iy = 4ar3, O<r<r, 
for some constant a. Integrating again we obtain 
u = a+ + b, O<U<T, 
for some constant b. It follows from (3.4) that b = 0 so that 
u = a+, O<?.<T. 
From (3.2), 
(3.7) 
&4 
- = &kr”, 
%r 
7<r<l. 
Since u is required to be continuously differentiable at r = 7, the constants a and 
&k must have the same sign, so that au/& has the same sign throughout (0, 1). 
From (3.4) and (3.5) we see that au/L% must be positive. 
Thus (3.2) becomes 
%U 
sv 
= kr”, 7<r<l. (3.8) 
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Integrating and using (3.5) we obtain 
u = kY3/3 + (1 - k/3), T<Y<l. (3.9) 
Expressions (3.7) and (3.9) involve two unknown constants 7 and a. We 
determine these by requiring that u and u, be continuous at Y = 7. From (3.6) 
and (3.8) we have 
g (T - 0) = 4UT3 = g (T + 0) = w, 
so that 
a = k/47. (3.10) 
From (3.7) and (3.9) we have 
U(T - 0) = m4 = U(T + 0) = k73/3 + (1 - k/3). 
Substituting from (3.10) and rearranging, we obtain 
T3 = 12(k/3 - 1)/k. (3.1 I) 
The solution T of (3.11) depends upon the value of k. There are three pos- 
sibilities: 
1. k < 3. Then 7 < 0. Physically this means that the torque T is too 
great and no solution exists. 
2. k > 4. Then 
T = [4 - 12/k]1/3 > 1. 
Physically this means that there is no plastic region, and the analysis must be 
modified. Setting a = 1 in (3.7), we obtain a solution u = r4 of the elastic 
problem which satisfies the constraint (3.3), namely, 1 au/ar 1 < KG. 
3. 3 <k (4. Then 
7 = [4 - 12/k]1/3 E (0, 1) (3.12) 
and there is both an elastic region G, = (0, T) as well as a plastic region (T, 1). 
From (3.7), (3.9), and (3.10), 
u = kr4/4T, in .Q er 
= kr3i3 + (1 - k/3), in a 9’ 
(3.13) 
We now show that u, as given by (3.13), satisfies two alternative formulations 
of the problem. 
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Direct computation shows that 
Au=O, in Q e, 
= k:‘r* > 0, in Q,. 
Let # be such that 
r 
grad 4 = -$ = kr2, O<r<l, 
W) = 1, 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
so that 
# = kr3/3 + (1 - k/3), O<r<l. (3.16) 
IJ is called the obstacle. 
Noting from (3.11) that k/3 - 1 = k9/12, direct computation shows that 
u - I) = k(r - T)” (3r2 + 2r-r + T~)/I~T > 0, in Q, = (ad, 
(3.17) 
= 0, in I-2, = (7, 1). 
Combining (3.14) and (3.17) it follows that u satisfies the one-dimensional 
Complementarity Problem: 
Au > 0, in Q, 
u-I/ 30, in Q, (3.18) 
(Au) (u - #) = 0, in Q. 
Now. with the notation of Section 2 let 
Set 
v = ly(Q) = ow;*2(12). (3.19) 
K = (17 E V: v(l) = 1; Z(Y) 2 I)(Y) for r E (0, 1)). (3.20) 
V C W*(O, 1) and if w E V then et is equivalent to an absolutely continuous 
function. Thus, statements uch as u(l) = 1 in the definition of K can be inter- 
preted in the classical sense. Furthermore, since 
s 11 :v*dr < co, 0 r 
we see that the condition 
v(0) = 0 (3.21) 
is satisfied by all v E V. 
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Let a be the bilinear function on I’ x r, 
a(u, v) = IO1 $ U,(T) V,(Y) dr. (3.22) 
Then, for any v E K, and remembering that u = uy4 in (0, T), 
a(u, v - u) = s l 1 x u,(v, - u,) dr 0 r 
Integrating by parts, 
u(u, v - u) = [(v - u) f Us]’ + j-’ (ZJ - u) Au dr 
0 0 
+ [(ZJ - u) -& ul]l + j-l (ZI - u) Au dr. 
T T 
Since o(O) = u(O) = 0, v(l) = u(l) = 1, Au = 0 in Q, = (0, Q-), u = 4 in 
Q, = (T, 1), and u, is continuous at r = 7, we obtain 
u(u, n - u) = 
s 
’ (v - $) Au dr. 
7 
But, v E K so that z’ > 4, and, by (3.14), Au 3 0 in Qr, = (T, l), so that u is a 
solution of the one-dimensional Variational Inequality: Find u E K such that 
a(u, v - u) > 0, for all u E K. (3.23) 
4. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY 
In the previous section it was shown by direct computation that the solution 
u of the classical one-dimensional elastic-plastic problem satisfies the 
problem (3.18) and the one-dimensional variational inequality (3.23). This 
suggests that we consider the corresponding two-dimensional problems. 
The two-dimensional complementarity problem is very useful conceptually, 
and also very helpful when one considers numerical approximations. However, 
this problem gives rise to technical difficulties since it is necessary to carefully 
define the meaning of statements such as (Au) (U - #) > 0. This can be done, 
but we will not do so here. 
In contrast, the two-dimensional variational inequality is relatively easy to 
apply since we cna use the following fundamental result of Stampacchia (1964): 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let V be a real Hilbert space. Let a be a real bilinear operator 011 
V x r such that a is coercive and continuous; that is, there are real strictly positive 
constants 01~ and iy2 , such that 
Let f be a real continuous linear functional on LT. Let K be a closed convex non- 
empt)? subset of I;. Then the variational inequality: Find u E K such that 
a(u, v - u) > (f, z - u), for all v E K, (4.1) 
has a unique solution. 
General references on variational inequalities include: Duvaut and Lions 
(1972), Glowinski et al. (1976), Baiocchi (1978), Glowinski (1978), Kinderlehrer 
(978), and Cryer (1977, Sect. 11.11, 1980). 
In order to apply Theorem 4.1 to the problem at hand we must define V, a, K, 
and f. In doing so, we have been guided by the work of Eddy and Shaw (1949), 
Brezis and Sibony (1971), and Leventhal (1973, 1975). 
The space I’ is taken to be the space 
defined and discussed in Section 2. It was shown in Theorem 2.2 that there are 
several equivalent norms on V. Here we use the norm 
1 ,‘2 
11 v // = /I v; wq = p 1 grad v I2 dx 1 . (4.3) 
The bilinear operator a is defined on F’ x V by 
a(v, w) = 
s P[VP.I + v.2w.21 d-y, n 
=/ pgradv.gradzcds. 
R 
Since 
I ah + = II 0 112, 
(4.4) 
a is coercive, and since 
I a(v, w)I < II v II . II w ‘; . 
a is continuous. 
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The obstacle I/ is the solution of the initial value problem for a first order 
partial differential equation: 
1 grad # j* = k2x2*, in Q, 
4 = Tj2cr, on rl; z,b ,< T/27~ in Q, 
(4.5) 
where the restraint qG < T/2rr resolves the ambiguity in the sign of grad $. 
The set K is defined by 
K = {v E V: v = T/277 on r, (in the sense of H1(Q)), v > # a.e. in Q). (4.6) 
Here, the statement “v = T/2v on I’, in the sense of HI(sZ)” means that there 
exists a sequence of smooth functions {P)~} such that: (i) vlc E V; (ii) vk = T/2r 
in a neighborhood of I’r; and (iii) 
II 9% - v II - 0 as k-co. 
Boundary conditions (1.7) and (1.9) are incorporated into the definition of K: 
every v E V satisfies v = 0 on r, in a weak sense; and the condition au/an = 0 
on I’, is a “natural” boundary condition in a variational formulation of the 
problem. 
Finally, the functional f is zero in the present problem. 
We claim that the Vuriational Inequality for the Classical Problem (1.4)- 
(1.9) is: Find II E K such that 
a(u, v - u) 3 0, for all v E K, (4.7) 
where a and K are as defined in (4.4) and (4.6). 
Before proceeding further we need some information about the function z,L 
THEOREM 4.2. For x E Sz, 
#(xl , ~2) < g(4 = [kx23/3 + T/2rr - kR(0)3/3]. 
For x E l-,, , 
$4% 7 0) = B = g(O). 
Proof. J,L is defined by (4.5). On I’, , 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
I grad I$ I = kx,* = 0, 
so that # = /3 on I’, for some constant 8. 
To determine ,!? we note that # satisfies the first-order equation 
F(x, , x2 , *, p, q) = p* + q* - k%,4 = 0, (4.10) 
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where p = 4.r and q = z),~ . The corresponding characteristic system of dif- 
ferential equations along a trajectory parameterised by s is (Courant and Hilbert, 
1962, p. 78) 
dx 
--‘=FB=2p, 
ds 
- = pF, + qF, = 2(p2 + q2) = 2k”x,“, 
ds (4.13) 
4 - = -(PF, + F,J = 0, ds 
4 
z= 
-(qF$ + F,J = 4k2xz3. 
We integrate this system starting at the point (0, R(O)), where 
Xl(O) = 0, x2(0) = R(O), P(O) = 0, 
q(0) = kxz2, 4(O) = T/2rr. 
(4.16) 
From (4.14) we see that p(s) = 0. It then follows from (4.11) that x1(s) = 0, and 
from (4.10) that q = +kx aa. We are thus integrating along I’,, and we obtain 
the same value for z,L as for the corresponding one-dimensional problem. 
By the appropriate modification of (3.16), we obtain 
where 
In particular, 
9w4 -4 = ‘FAX*), (4.17) 
g(x2) = [kxz3/3 + T/27r - kR(0)3/3]. (4.18) 
/3 = #(O, 0) = Tj27r - kR(0)3/3. (4.19) 
It should be pointed out that there is a hidden complication in the above 
argument, because if we follow the same approach starting from the point 
(L, R(L)) we apparently obtain 
#(L, 0) = T/27 - kR(L)3/3 f /3. 
The explanation for this apparent paradox is that two or more characteristics may 
intersect. A more detailed study of # (Cryer, 1980a) shows that when xa is small, 
two characteristics pass through points (L, .~a) E I’.., . This does not happen on 
r,, because, as is readily seen from (4.11) and (4.14), if, as in Fig. 1.2, dR/dx, 
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3 0, the characteristics always have &,/A < 0 and only the characteristic 
starting at (0, R(0)) passes through the point (0, xa) E ra, . 
Since 
we see that 
Thus, 
9@1 , x2) < 6 + kxz3/3 = ii!(%). I 
Remark 4.1. At first sight it may seem surprising that 4 is constant along 
r, on which no conditions were imposed. This can be understood more clearly 
after considering the detailed calculation of II, as done by Cryer (1980a). 
Alternatively, since / grad ;cI 1 < kxz2, we know that 
It is known (Kadlec and Kufner, 1966, p. 469; Leventhal, 1973, Lemma 6.2) that 
this implies that Z/J is constant on J’, . 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 
$ = (3T/277) R(0)-3. (4.20) 
If k < k, then K is empty and the variational inequality (4.7) has no solution. 
If k > k, then (4.7) has a unique solution u. 
Proof. If k < k, then, from (4.8) and (4.9) z,A = /3 > 0 on r. . Thus, if 
v E K, 
If k 3 $ then /3 < 0, and v = max(0, +} E K. Since K is not empty, it foliows 
from Theorem 4.1 that the variational inequality (4.7) has a unique solution. 1 
Remark 4.2. In Section 3 for the case T = 257 and R(x,) = 1, we saw that 
there were three possibilities: k < 3 (no solution); 3 <k < 4 (an elastic- 
plastic solution); k > 4 (an elastic solution). In Theorem 4.3 we only distinguish 
between two possibilities: k < k, (no solution); k > k, (either an elastic- 
plastic solution or an elastic solution). 
Further properties of the solution of (4.7) are discussed in the next two sec- 
tions; these properties justify our claim that the variational inequality (4.7) is 
an appropriate extension of the Classical Problem. 
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5. REGULARITY OF THE SOLUTION u OF THE ~T~~~.4~~~~~4~. INEQUALITY 
We assume henceforth that 
k > k, = ($) R(O)-3, 
and set 
11, = [R(O)3 - 3T,2~rk]~/~ > 0. (5.2) 
We prove that U, the solution of the variational inequality (4.7), is regular by 
first proving that 21 is regular in the strip SF0 near r,, , and then proving that u 
is regular in Qn, , where S,,, and sZhO are as m (2.6) and (2.7). 
We recall certain properties of the Sobolev space W(Q) = I,11*2(Q) which are 
proved, for example, by Gilbarg and Trudinger (1977, Chap. 7 and p. 168). 
If V, zc E Hi(Q) then max(c, W) E W(Q), where max(v, w) is defined b! 
max(v, w) (x) = max(v(.r), W(X)). (5.3) 
If ‘u E H’(Q) then, by definition, 
sup zi = inf(s E RI: v(x) < s a.e. in Q}, 
R (5.4) 
where 
sup v = inf{l E R': a(x) - 1 .< 0 on ?X2), 
aa 
(5.5) 
u(x) - 1 < 0 on XJ iff max{u - 1, O> E H,‘(Q). (5.6) 
As a preliminary step in the analysis we show that it is possible to enlarge the 
domain Q by reflection in the vertical sides so as to avoid the difficulties asso- 
ciated with rf . This is a well-known trick for handling Neumann boundary 
conditions (see, for example, Baiocchi et al., 1973, p. 25, footnote 33). The 
arguments are elementary and rather tedious but we are not aware of an\ 
detailed treatment in the-literature. 
Let Q” == Q. Let Q1 be the reflection of-P in rz, and set J? = Q” u I’,, u ,QL 
with boundary To u pi u Fz;,, u pzi,, (see Fig. 5.1). Let 1 be defined on a by 
reflection: 
z&Y) = u( +x1 ) Se), s E Q’, 
= 2+x1 ) x2), XEQ'. 
(5.7) 
The spaces I’, I@, “l$‘, and the convex set R are defined for 0 in the same way 
that t_hey were previously defined for Sz in Section 2 and (4.6). That is, r’: = 
V$“@), I&’ = Wan”, OI@ = olVi*2(@, while R is the subset of P consisting 
of those functions which are greater or equal to $ (the reflection of $) in Q and are 
equal to T/2rr on pl . 
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z2, p-‘xJ3F22 
C-L, 0) TO CL,O)--Ty 
FIG. 5.1. The enlarged domain b = R” u I’?, u R’. 
LEMMA 5.1. 22 E I? and i is the unique solution of the variational inequality: 
Find ii E I? such that 
qzi, 6 - 22) 2 0, for all v E R, (5.8) 
where 
Furthermore, 
qa, 6) = 
s 
p grad 5 . grad ni, dx. 
n 
1I,=u. 
Proof. We first show that i has weak derivatives in &“(a): 
I&, 7 4 = +U.,(+.% , “4, in QO, 
= --u,~(-x~ , x2), in P, 
(*) 
fi,,(Xl , x2) = -tu,,(l -‘cl I > x2), in 0. (**) 
The value of 12,, need not be defined on 17,, since it is a set of measure zero. 
We introduce the strips parallel to I’,,: 
Tid = (x ~0; 1 xl / < 2d}, 
T, = T, A Q. 
For any d E (0, L/2) let g, be a cut-off function with the following properties: 
ta) gd E COm(Rn)T 
(b) 1 gd.1 1 < 2d-l; gd.2 = 0, 
(c) g, is symmetric about x1 = 0, 
(d) g, = 1 if 1 x1 1 < d and g, = 0 if x $ Td . 
For any p E Corn(a), 
where 
g)d =gd% vd” E cOm(szo) and Ipal E Co”(@). 
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For i = 1,2, and C., defined by (*) and (**) 
. 
J ti,,q~, dx = .5! s ~ I.,v,d.y--+O as d-+0, d 
because vd is bounded, I,i E L’(a), and the measure of p’, goes to zero as d + 0. 
For the same reason, 
Finally, 
= 12’ + I!‘, say. 
As before, Zy’ ---f 0 as d + 0. Using the symmetry of g, and I, 
since I gd.1 I < 2d-‘, and / TJ(.Q , x2) - v(--x1 , .%)I d 2d supa I ~,,(x)l , on T, . 
Thus, for i = I, 2, and f,, defined by (*) and (**), 
_- j/.‘va”dx +(-Vj u,~( -x1 , x2) qQ(x) dx + o( 1) 
Q’ 
= j u>,(x) h”(+xl , ~2) + (-lY d-xl , +)I dx + o(l). ca 
But J,, is the weak derivative of u on Q, so that 
=-j &&,dx- 
s @:,i dx + o(l) 00 R’ 
= - j zipeidx + o(l). 
n 
We conclude that the functions J,, as defined by (*) and (**) are indeed the 
weak derivatives of u’. 
Clearly, u’ E p and 116; v 11 = 21/2 // u; V Ij . 
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Finally, we note that if d E a then YJO, z~l E K, where 
For any fi E I?, 
n(J, E - z.2) = \ p grad 22 . grad(C - ~2) dx + J* p grad 1. grad(d - u’) dx. 
*no R’ 
Making the substitution .vr = -x1 in the second integral, we obtain 
iqzi, 5 - 22) = Jo0 p grad u . grad(v0 - u) d.v + 1 p grad u grad(or - u) dx 
no 
= a(u, v” - u) + a(u, 79 - u) 
2 0, 
since u solves the variational inequality (4.7). That is, d solves the variational 
inequality (5.8). From Theorem 4.1, we see that the solution of the variational 
inequality (5.8) is unique, and the lemma follows. 
Remark 5.1. We can also reflect 52 in I’,, and obtain results analogous to 
those of Lemma 5.1. 
THEOREM 5.2. u is non-negative a.e. in Q. That is, 
u = max(u, 0). 
Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of the weak maximum prin- 
ciple in Gilbarg and Trudinger (1977, p. 168). 
Let 
Q+ = (m E a: u(x) 3 O}, 
&CL = {x E 52: u(x) < O}, 
72 = max(u, 0). 
Then v E H’(Q). Furthermore, v = 0 and hence / grad v 1 = 0 on Qn . Thus, 
Jo P[x;%” + i grad n I’] dx = I,, P[x;%’ + 1 grad u I’] dx, 
. 
and we conclude that 2’ E I-. 
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Similarly, 
a(v, v) =s op /grade, 12d~ < s p 1 grad u I2 dx = a(u, u). (*I fi+ 
Obviously, V(X) > U(X) > #(x) a.e. 
We now show that v = T/2r on I’, in the sense of H’(Q). Since u = T/~z- 
on r, in the sense of p(Q), there is a sequence {vk) with vrc + u in V, and 
qk - T/27~ E Com(rl). Let 
vk = max{pk, O}. 
Then v, belongs to V and v, = T/27r in some neighborhood of l-‘, (but 
vii - T/2~r 4 CsJD(r,)). Since P)~ -+ u in V we know that am -+ U(X) a.e. and 
that the norms (1 qle 11 are bounded. Consequently, v~(x) -+ V(X) a.e. and the norms 
/I vB // are bounded. V is a Hilbert space. In a Hilbert space bounded sets are 
weakly sequentially compact, so there exists a subsequence (v;), which con- 
verges weakly to some v’ E V. Weak convergence in V implies weak convergence 
in L2(Q) which in turn implies pointwise convergence a.e. Thus, V;(X) ---f v’(x) 
a.e., from which it follows that V(X) = v’(x) a.e. and hence that v = v’. Taking 
finite convex linear combinations of the v6 we obtain a sequence {Gk} which 
converges in norm to v’ = v. Each 6, is a finite linear combination of the vg , 
so 6, = T/2n- in some neighborhood of r, . Finally, applying Theorem 2.3, 
we approximate 6, by #li where I,!I~ E V and & - T/2n E C,,“(r,). Since #K + v, 
we conclude that v = T/2rr on r, in the sense of Hr(Q). 
In summary, v E K. 
Now, II solves the variational inequality (4.7), and so 
a(~,.-u)=-J p(gradu12dx<0, 
b- 
implies that a(u, v - U) = 0. But then, by (*), 
a(v - EC, v - 24) = a(v, 0) - a(u, u) - 2424, v - u) 
= a(v, v) - a(u, 24) 
< 0, 
so that v = u. I 
Remark 5.2. Parter (1965, p. 281) g ives an example involving generalized 
axially symmetric potentials where the maximum principle does not apply. In 
Parter’s example, however, the region !J is symmetric about r, and so the line 
of degeneracy is contained in 52. In the present paper the line of degeneracy is 
on the boundary of Q. 
409/76/2-17 
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THEOREM 5.3. In the strip ShO, u satisfies the difjeerential equation Au = 0 in 
the weak sense; that is, . 
J p grad u ’ grad F dx = 0, (5.9) l2 
for any ‘P E Com(ShJ 
Proof. If k > k, then, from Theorem 4.2, 
#(x1 , “4 G &a) < 0 
in the strip ShO. 
By Theorem 5.2 we know that u > 0 a.e. in 9. Thus, u > 0 > 4 a.e. in ShO . 
More specifically, given a compact subset G of Sh, there exists E > 0 such that 
u > I) + E a.e. in G. For any F E C,~(G) c h oose 6 > 0 so that I6rp 1 < l . Then, 
v+ = u+Sp,EKandv-=u-8pEK. Hence, 
a(u, v+ - u) = a(u, v- - U) = Jo p grad u . grad(&) dx = 0. 1 
Remark 5.3. Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 depend on Theorem 4.2, which assumes 
the specific geometry of Fig. 1.2 to evaluate 4. If r, is not as shown in Fig. 1.2, 
let 
R = R(%,) = min{R(x,): 0 < X1 <L}. 
We believe that Theorem 5.3 remains true if in the definition of h, , R(0) is 
replaced by i?. The proof would require a detailed study of the function 4 in the 
case of a general domain, along the lines of the study by Ting (1966) for the case 
of the torsion of a prismatic bar. 
Remark 5.4. Theorem 5.3 provides a bound for the size of the plastic 
region. This is particularly interesting because in the numerical computations of 
Eddy and Shaw (1949) the plastic region dips down near the corner E on r, 
(see Fig. 1.2), and it is far from clear that the plastic region will not grow very 
rapidly as the torque increases. For the second problem considered by Eddy 
and Shaw (1949), k = 49, T = 6349 x 2 r, R(0) = 8. In their numerical cal- 
culations 
ye = min(r,: (x1 , XJ E Q,) - 6 .95. 
From (5.1) (5.2) and Theorem 5.3, k, k 37 . 20, and 
Remark 5.5. The fact that there is an elastic strip near r,, as long as k > k, 
is analogous to the situation for the elastic-plastic torsion of prismatic bars, where 
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an elastic core also remains until the entire bar becomes plastic (Lanchon, 
1974). 
Remark 5.6. Our analysis is not adequate for handling the limiting case 
k = k, . We conjecture that if k = K, then u = 4 for 0 < xi < %r , where 
&vl = max{3c1: R(x) = R(0) for 0 < x < xl]. 
Theorem 5.3 asserts that Au = 0 in the weak sense in She . We may thus 
expect that u is regular in S, . This does not appear to follow from known 
results about elliptic equation:, and we therefore prove this by modifying the 
corresponding proof for uniformly elliptic equations. We use the work of 
Gilbarg and Trudinger (1977) as a basic reference, since this is a comprehensive 
and readily accessible text. 
The basic idea is to obtain bounds for the differences of the solution u and 
then proceed to the limit. 
The difference quotient in the x1 direction is defined by 
A,k,(,) = Alar = A+) = 4X + h”h” - v(x) , 11 ‘0, (5.10) 
where e, is the unit vector in the xi direction. If v E k; then the difference quo- 
tient Akv is defined on Q”, 
SZlh = Q* = {x E 9: x + te, E Q for t E (0, h]:. (5.11) 
As is customary, the weak derivatives of u are denoted by Dp, Dip, etc. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let v E V and h > 0. Let Q’ C ii$h A q”. Then Av = A,% E 
L,2(Q’) and 
II 4”~; Lp2(Q’)ll < II W; -h2(Q)11 .
Proof. The proof is a modification of the proof of Lemma 7.23 of Gilbarg 
and Trudinger (1977). 
We begin by assuming that a E Coa(FO). If zi E Qik, then 
pl/2(~4Av(x) = $/S(,) [+ + h;) - '+d , 
1 h zz- 
I h n 
p112(x) D&x + te,) dt, 
so that, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
p(x) [A4412 < $ s” p(x) [4$x + f412 dt. 
0 
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Since p(x + teJ = p(X) = .2.-3, 
d t Jn, dx [$ p(.y + tq) [D& + tedI2 dt] 
’ hdt =- 
s s ho R’ 
,4x + 4 [4$x + %)I2 dx 
< + j” II 4~; &VW2 dt, 
0 
and the lemma follows for v E C,“(r,). 
But, by Theorem 2.3 there exists 9 E C,“(r,) such that 11 e, - #; WII < z 
for any E > 0. Thus, 
Letting E+O the lemma follows. 1 
Using the arguments used to prove Lemma 7.24 of Gilbarg and Trudinger 
(1977) we obtain 
LEMMA 5.5. Let v EL,~(SZ). If for Q’ CC Q and h < distance (Q, 3.Q) we 
have 
II 4% L,2(Q’)ll d c, 
then v has a weak derivative D,v which satis$es 
THEOREM 5.6. Let u E V satisfy Au = 0 in 4, in the weak sense. Let 
s = {x = (x1 , 2 x ): L/4 < x1 < 3L/4 and 0 < x2 < h,/2}. 
Then : 
(i) 24 I SE P(S). 
(ii) u,ll I S and u,12 1 S belong to L:(S). 
(iii) & (1/x2) u:,, dx < co. 
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(iv) u E H%(S). u cm be extended as a continuous function to s, and u = 0 
on X3 n To . 
(v) u = x2%, where v is analytic in s. 
Proof. The proof is a modification of the proofs of Theorem 8.8 and 8.9 
of Gilbarg and Trudinger (1977). 
Proof of(i). Statement (i) follows from Corollary 8.11 of Gilbarg and 
Trudinger (1977). 
Proof of (ii). We denote by Cr(&S,JI’,,) the set of functions which are 
continuously differentiable in Q, vanish outside Sh, , and vanish in some neigh- 
borhood of XS,,O\rO. 
Let 7 E C1(&S’,O\~O) besuch that 
(a) 7 = I for x E S, 
(b) j D,q 1 , 1 D,q 1 < c, for some constant cr . 
q is readily constructed as the product of cut-off functions. 
For small positive h, set 
Then, for h < dist (supp 17, aS,,\I’a), 
N2 = i l P(D,Au) (q2DiAU) dx 
j-1 0 
= gl j-n 4&u) (Qv - NW4 dx 
= - gl I, [(~DP) @%v + 2p&~(AD,u) 4 dx, (*) 
where we have used the identity, valid for any f E C1(&!5&\I’,), g E V, and suffi- 
ciently small h, 
f, (A,“f) g dx = - j-nfA;hg dx. 
Since Au = 0 weakly in Sh, , we know that for any v E COm(Sn,), 
il Js, d&4 Dip, dx = 0. 
0 
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Now II E I’ and thus, by Theorem 2.3, u is the limit in W of functions q+ E 
C,~(ra). Consequently, d;‘r~ = d~A(+llA~) is the limit in W of the functions 
d;A(?2d,hy,) E Cam(SAO). By proceeding to the limit we find that 
so that the first term on the right of (*) is zero. 
Thus, using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 5.4, 
and hence 
N2 < 2c, i j p 1 +lD,u 1 1 Au 1 dx, 
i=l ho 
,< 2~,(2~‘~N) II 4~; &,2(J% , 
N < 4~1 IIu II . 
This bound holds for all sufficiently small h. In consequence, appealing to 
Lemma 5.5 and (i) above, we see that u,ri 1 S and ~,~r 1 S = u,~~ / S belong to 
LD2W. 
Proof of (iii). From Theorem 8.8 of Gilbarg and Trudinger we know that 
u,~~ exists in S and satisfies 
u .22 = -U,ll + ~U,Z/.~~ . 
a.e. in S. If u = a$ then u.22 and u,,/x2 belong to Lg2(S), and thus so does u,a2 . 
Proof of (iv). It follows from (ii) and (iii) that u belongs to the Sobolev space 
H2(S). From the Sobolev embedding theorems u E C(S) (Adams, 1975, Theo- 
rem 5.4). 
Furthermore, since u E V, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that 
u($ , x2) - 0 as x2 4 0 
for almost all rr . Since u is continuous on S we conclude that u = 0 on &S’ n f’,, . 
Proof of (v). This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 of Huber 
(1954). 1 
Theorem 5.6 informs us that u is well behaved near r, . Away from r, the 
operator A is well behaved. There are many results on the regularity of solutions 
of variational inequalities for coercive operators (Lewy and Stampacchia, 1969; 
Frehse, 1972; Gerhardt, 1973; Brezis and Kinderlehrer, 1974). However, there 
is a difficulty to be overcome before these results can be applied: the function +!J 
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is not smooth. This is because when we integrate along the characteristics of 4 
as in Theorem 4.2 we find that certain points in Q lie on two characteristics. This 
is best seen by considering r’s, . It follows from an analysis of the characteristic 
equations (4.11) to (4.15) that if &/&,(x1) > 0 then the characteristic starting 
at (x1 , R(x~)) intersects r,, (Cryer, 1980a). On the other hand, the characteristic 
starting at (L, R(L)) coincides with I’,, . At points which lie on two character- 
istics, Z/I must be taken as the larger of the two values obtained by integrating 
along the characteristics. 
The motivation for the following arguments is as follows. We cannot prove 
directly that u E @p(Q) because Z/J I$ EP(Q). H owever, the discontinuities of 
$J occur in the upper right corner of Sz, where in general the material is elastic and 
u > #. We therefore seek to replace # by a smooth function 4, which agrees 
with $ when u = #. 
Let u, denote the solution of the elastic problem corresponding to the elastic- 
plastic problem. That is, Au, = 0 in Q and II, satisfies the boundary conditions 
(1.7) to (1.9). u, satisfies u E K, and 
where 
a(u, , v, - u,) = 0 for v, E K, , (5.12) 
K, = {or E V: v, = T/2a on r, in the sense of W(Q)}. (5.13) 
As in Theorem 5.6 we conclude that u, is smooth in some S, . From the standard 
theory of elliptic equations we conclude that u, is at least twice continuously 
differentiable in Q, , so that ue E C*(D). 
LEMMA 5.7. u 2 u, , 
Proof. See Stampacchia (1965) and Cryer and Dempster (1980). Let 5 = 
max(u, u,). The theorem will be true if we can prove that u = 5. 
Now (as in the proof of Theorem 5.2) 5 E K and since u satisfies (4.7) 
a(u - 5, u - 5) = a(% u - 5) + a((, 5 - u) 
d +45, 5 - u) 
= a(% 7 5 - 4 + a@, - 5, u - 5). 
But, 
where 
a@, , 5 - u) = a(u, , v, - u,) = 0, 
v, = 24, f 5 - u E K, . 
Furthermore, either 1 = u or c = u, and so 
4% - 5, u - 5) = 0. 
Thus, u(u - 5, II - 5) < 0 and we conclude that u = 5. a 
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DEFINITION 5. I. 4 satisfies Condition C if there exists #c E H2-m(S2) such 
that I,$ = # whenever u, < # and # < & < u, whenever u, > 4. 
Remark 5.7. Condition C can be checked knowing only # and u, , both of 
which can be evaluated fairly easily and do not depend upon II. Condition C 
is satisfied in some practical cases (Cryer, 1980a). 
If 4 satisfies Condition C we introduce the variational inequality with unique 
solution u,: Find u, E Kc such that 
where 
44 , v, - u,) > 0, for o, E Kc , (5.14) 
Kc = {w, E K,: v, 3 &}. (5.15) 
LEMMA 5.8. If (G satisfies Condition C, then u = u, . 
Proof. u and u, are the unique solutions of the variational inequalities (4.7) 
and (5.14), respectively. 
Let v, E Kc . Then w)c E K since V, > & > I+$. Thus, 
a(u, v, - u) > 0 if v,EK~. 
Furthermore, u 3 #G because either u, < #, in which case u 2 # = tie , or 
u, > Q!J, in which case u > u, >, z/e by Lemma 5.7. 
We conclude that u also solves the variational inequality (5.14), so that 
u=u c . I 
THEOREM 5.9. If I+G satisfies Condition C then II = II, E H2*p(Q) and u 1 Sh,,2 E 
CWho12), for any P E (1, 00). 
Outline of Proof. It was shown in Theorem 5.6 that u 1 S E P(S), where 
s = {x = (x1 )x,):L/4 < x1 < 3L/4,0 < x2 < h,/2}. 
The restrictions on the length of S can be easily removed by enlarging Q to s”l by 
reflection as in Lemma 5.1. We conclude that u 1 Sh,,2 E P(&&. By 
Lemma 5.8, u = u, . 
Now let 
Kl = {wl E H1(Q,&: w1 = u = II, in the sense of Hi(Q) on 
asho,, n aQhof2; v1 = T/277 on r, in the sense of Hl(J2); w1 > I#,} 
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and let a, be defined on Hi(S,O,Z) x H1(Q,O,,) by 
al(vl , wl) = % 1 pD,v,Diwl dx. 
z=l %&I 
The variational inequality: Find r+ E K1 satisfying 
for all vu1 E K1 , (*I 
has a unique solution u1 . 
Now let u’ = u 1 Q;2ho,2 . Then, z& E Kr . Furthermore, for v E K1 let v E K be 
obtained by setting V(X) = U(X) for x E ShO(, . Then 
a,(l, v - 6) = u(u, v - 24) > 0, 
so that u also solves the variational inequality (*). Thus 1 = u 1 QhO,a = ur . 
Since II 1 ShO,a is smooth, it only remains to show that the solution u, of (*) 
belongs to iPr(QhO,a). From Condition C we know that 4, E EP(Q) n EP’(Q). 
Further, a, is well behaved on sZhO:, . The regularity results in the literature 
(Lewy and Stampacchia, 1969, Theorem 3.1; Brezis and Stampacchia, 1968, 
Corollary 11.3; Stampacchia, 1973, Theorem 6.4) are not immediately applicable 
because they consider the case K1 C H,,i(~2~,,~). It is, however, clear that the 
arguments can be modified so as to show that ui E H2*p(Qh,,J. 1 
6. BOUNDS FOR gradu 
We introduce the elliptic operator 
Mv = div(x, grad v). (‘3.1) 
LEMMA 6.1. Let v E C3(Qh) n C1(oh) satisfy Av = 0 in ii+, . Let w = 
1 grad v 11~~~. Then 
sup w = sup w. 
% a*, 
Proof. Since Av = 0 in Q;2, we have, using summation notation, 
1 3 
- v,zi = 4 v,2 , 
x23 x2 
so that, by differentiation, 
(6.2) 
(6.3) v,zii = (+ v.2),, . 
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7(, = I grad aI2 _ [o.,a.,l . 
x24 .x24 
Then w E C*(Q,) n CO(i?,J. Also, 
= (2~,P,i,/“ve3),z - 4(~*,~,,/%4),, 
= 2(7J,,J2/~23 + 27Jd7J.W /x23 - ~v,,v,,,/.x,~ - SV,,V,~,/X~~ 
Using (6.3) to replace z’,,,, and collecting terms, 
~Vku = ~(v,~~)~/x,~ + ~v,,v,~,/x,~ - 6(2).2)2/x25 - ~z~,,w,,,/x,~ 
+ I~(v,,)~/x,~ 
= ~(v.,,)~/x,~ - 8v.,v,,,/sa” - 6(vJ2/xa5 + 16(~,,)~/x,~. 
+ 
(6.4) 
Thus, 
Mw = 2(v,ij)“/.va3 + ~(v,,)~/x,~ + ~(v,,)~/x,~ + ~x,[w.,~,‘x~~ - ~w,,/x,~]~ 
(6.5) 
> 0. 
Since M is an elliptic operator in Q, we conclude from the maximum prin- 
ciple (Gilbarg and Trudinger, 1977, p. 31) that w attains its maximum on the 
boundary of Q,, . 1 
THEOREM 6.2. If k > k, , if Z/I satisfies Condition C, and if u is the solution of 
the variational iwquabty (4.7) then 
aj = ’ grad” <k 
.Y.22 -.. , 
in Q (6.6) 
Proof. We know from Theorem 5.9 that u E H2*p(Q). In particular u E Cl(o). 
Let 
f2, ={xEQ:u >#j, 
Q”={xEa:u=*~. 
In Q, we have that grad u = grad 4 so that, from the definition of (CI, 
-&I z k in Qo . (6.7) 
From Theorem 5.6 we know that II = .~a% in S,O . Thus, for some h, < ho 
we have 
7~9 < k/2, in SItI . (6.8) 
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Now consider the set fi = Q+\S,Al . Applying Lemma 6.1 we conclude that 
max w = max w. 
s) ir8 
Now, ;iQ consists of several components which we consider in turn. 
(i) r, = &? n &S, . Using (6.8) we conclude that w < R on p,, . 
(ii) F2 = 3.0 n ra .lSince we can use Lemma 5.1 to enlarge Q, we know 
that (using the weak form of Lemma 6.1). 
max w < mart ~1. 
rl B 
(iii) l++ = 30 n &?a. Since w is continuous, it follows from (6.7) that 
rnfax w = K. 
+ 
(iv) f; = 30 n T, . On r, we have u = 4 = T/Zrr. Since Au = 0 in 0, 
and u < T/2rr on aa, it follows from the maximum principle applied to Au = 0 
that u < T!2n on 0. Now consider a point on I’, . 
Let t and n denote the normal and tangential directions, so that 
/ grad u I2 = u,* + ~2. 
Since u = T/2a on r, , we have ut = 0. On the other hand, along the inward 
normal n we have 
4 < u < T/271.. 
Remembering that 1,4 = T/2rr on r,, we conclude that 
1 grad u I* = ( u, )a < / 4, I2 = ,&,a. 
so that w .< k on f, . 1 
Remark 6.1. Theorem 6.2 is analogous to the result of Brezis and Sibony 
(1971) for the elastic-plastic torsion of prismatic bars. They showed that the 
solution 4 of the corresponding obstacle problem satisfies the condition 
] grad 4 ) < i. 
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